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ABSTRACT 

We report on the Design Study of a Free-Electron-Laser experiment designed to produce coherent 

radiation at the wavelength of 1.5 A and longer. The proposed experiment utilizes 1/3 of the SLAC linac 

to accelerate electrons to 15 GeV. The high brightness electron beam interacts with the magnetic field 

of a long undulator and generates coherent radiation by self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE). 
The projected output peak power is about 10 GW. The project presents several challenges in the 

realization of a high brightness electron beam, i n  the construction and tolerances of the undulator and 

in the transport of the x-ray radiation. The technical solutions adopted for the design are discussed. 
Numerical simulations are used to show the perforniance as  a function of system parameters. 
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1 Introduction 

The SLAC linac presently accelerates electrons to 50 GeV for colliding beams experiments (the 

SLAC Linear Collider, SLC), and for nuclear physics experiments on fixed targets. In the near future, 

the first 2/3 of the 3 km linac will be used to inject electrons and positrons in the soon to be completed 

PEP-I1 B-Factory. The last 1/3 of the linac will be available for the production of an up to 15 

GeV electron beam. The design discussed in this paper uses this electron beam to create a Free 

Electron Laser (FEL), the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), capable of delivering coherent radiation 

of unprecedented characteristics at wavelengths as short as 1.5 A. The LCLS is based on the Self- 

Amplified-Spontaneous-Emission (SASE) principle. The SASE mode of operation was first proposed' 

and analyzed for short wavelength FELs' . In the SASE mode of operation high power, transversely 

coherent, electromagnetic radiation is produced from a single p a s  of a high peak current electron 

beam through a long undulator. SASE eliminates the need for optical cavities, which are difficult to 

build in the x-ray spectral region. However, the resulting requirements on the electron beam peak 

current, emittance and energy spread are very stringent and, until recently, difficult to achieve. The 

LCLS makes use of up-to-date technologies developed for the SLAC Linear Collider Project and the 

next generation of linear colliders, as well as the progress in the production of intense electron beams 

with radio-frequency photocathode guns. It is these advances in the creation, compression, transport 

and monitoring of bright electron beams that makes it possible to base the next (4th) generation of 

synchrotron radiation sources on linear accelerators rather than storage rings. These new sources will 

produce coherent radiation orders of magnitude greater in peak power and peak brightness than the 

present 3rd generation sources. Such a large increase in brightness, coupled with the very short pulse 

duration, will open new and exciting research possibilities in physics, biology and other sciences. The 

concept of an x-ray FEL based on the SLAC Linac and a photocathode injector3 was proposed in 

1992415>6 . This proposal was followed by a period of studies7 until, in 1996, a Design Study was 

initiated that will form the basis of a formal construction proposal. This paper is a report of the work 

in progress. 

2 Principle of operation 

The FEL is based on the emission of radia.tion from rehtivistic electrons moving in a.n undula.tor 

magnetic field. The spontaneous ra.diation is emitted in a. narrow line centered a.t the wa.velength 

A = X,(1+K2/2)/(2y2) where A, is the undula.tor period and Ii: the unc1ula.tor pa.ra.meter* .The spectra.1 

width of the radiation line is related to the number of undula.tor periods, N,,,, by A w / w  = 1/(2N,). 

In synchrotron ra.dia.tion sources the sponta.neous ra.dia.tion is emitted incohzptly, i.e. it a.rises out of 

random emission by the electrons with uncorrelated phases. This process,is ra.ther inefficient, and in 

fact, the intensity of the ra.diation is only 1inea.rly dependent on the numberofelectronsj NL. If the 

electrons ca.n be bunched in such a wa.y tha.t, there is a.n a.pprecia.ble component of the beam cha.rge 

distribution function at the undulafor frequency a.nd the electron beam emitiance is of the sa.me order 

as the wavelength of the ra.dia.tion, then the electrons emit coherently in the transverse direction and 
with coherence limited in time by the "spiking" effects that will be shown in Fig. 3.' The intensity of 

the coherent radiation sca.les like the square of the number of electxons, a huge gain with respect to the 

incoherent emission. In an FEL operating under the Self-Amplified-Sponta.neous-Emission principle, 

one or more electron bunches traverse the undulator once, a.nd the build up of ra.diation occurs dong the 

undula.tor. The electron beam intera.cts with the electric field of the ra.dia.tion, tha.t is perpendicu1a.r to 

the direction of propa.gation of the beam (the undulator axis), a.nd para.lle1 to the wiggling (transverse) 

velocity of the electrons produced by the undulator magnet, of amplitude K / y ;  the interaction produces 

an energy modulation at the s a l e  A. The electron energy moclula.tion modifies the electron tra.ject,ory 

in the undulator in such a. way as  to produce bunching at, the scale A. Electrons bunched within a. 
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wavelength all emit radia.tion that is in phase. The electromagnetic field meau& more energy modulation 

and more bunching, leading to exponential growth of the radiation. The radiation is emitted in wave 

trains with a characteristic ”cooperation length”g . For the SASE condition to be sakisfied several basic 

conditions must be metl>lO: 

- For the beam transverse emittances, E M X/47r. 

- For the energy spread in a cooperation length (ZE), U E / E < P ,  where p is the FEL parameter 

= [KO, f ~ / ( 4 - j ~ ~ , , ) ] ’ / ’ ,  wU=2?rc/X, is the frequency associated to the undulator periodicity 

and K = eB,X,/(2nmc2) (cgs units). $2, = ( 4 7 r ~ , c ~ n , / y ) ~ / ~  is the beam plasma frequency, 
ne is the electron density, re is the classical electron radius and f B  is the Bessel function 

factorlo . B, is the undulator peak magnetic field, me2 the electron’s rest energy. The 

cooperation length is I ,  = X/(4?rp). 

- For the undulator length, NUX, w 10 Lyr where L, is the field gain length, L, x X,/(271&). 

- The radiation gain length must be shorter than the radiation Raleigh range, L, <LR, where 
LR = ?rwi/X and wo is the radiation beam radius. 

3 Overall layout 

Fig1 shows the layout of the proposed facility. 

.. .._ -.. 

&V 

c s  

Figure 1: Layout of the Linac Coherent Light Source. Note the hexagonal shape of the soon to be , 

completed PEP-11 B-Factory electron-positron collider, that uses the first. 2 kin of the Linear Accelerator 

as the injector. The last one km of the Linac is used by the LCLS. 

A new injector consisting of a gun and a short linac is used to inject an electron beam into the last 

kilometer of the SLAC Linac from where, after two stages of magnetic bunch compression, it emerges 

with the energy of 15 GeV, a peak current of 3,400 A and a normalized emittance of 1.5 7r mm-mrad. 

A transfer line takes the beam and matches it to the entrance of the undulator. The undulator, 100 

m long, will be installed in the tunnel that presently houses the Final FOCUS Test Beam facility. After 

exiting the undulator the electron beam is deflected onto a beam duinp, while the photon beam enters 

the experimental areas. 
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4 Performance charact erist ic;s 

The following table lists some of the basic parameters of the LCLS electron bea.m, of the undulator 

and of the FEL performance. 

Parameters 
Electron beam energy 
Emittance 

Peak current 

Energy spread (uncorrelated) 

Energy spread (correlated) 

Bunch length 

Undulator period 

Number of undulator periods 

Undulator length 

Undulator field 

Undulator gap 

Undulator parameter, I< 
FEL parameter, p 

Gain length 

Repetition rate 

Saturation peak power 

Peak brightness 
Average brightness 

14.35 
1.5 

3,400 
0.02 

0.10 

100 

3 

3,330 

100 

1.32 

6 

3.7 
4.7.10-4 

11 

120 

10 

5.5.1 O""5.54 033 

5.5~1Oz1-5.5~l0'' 

Units 

GeV 
T mm mrad, rim 

A 
%, rms 

%, rms 
fsec, rms 

cm 

m 

Tesla 

mm 

m 

Hz 
G W 
Photons/(s mm2 mrad2 0.1% BW) 
Photons/(s mm2 mrac12 O.l%BW) 

Fig. 2 shows the peak and average brightness as a function of photon energy. 

124413 12.4 i.24 0.124 

L a 5  . .... . ...._.. . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ...... ..... 
lap 

i 

Figure 2: Average and peak brightness calcula.tet1 for the LCLS, other plaiiiiecl FEL facilities and those 

obtained in some operating facilities. 
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Figure 3: Build-up of the radiation power along the undulator length. The zoom on the microstructure 

shows the spiky nature of the radiation and the "clean-up" of the spectrum a s  satumtion is approached. 

The curves for the presently operating 3rd generation facilities indicate that the projected peak 

brightness of the LCLS would be about 8 orders of magnitude greater than currently achieved. Fig. 3 

shows the build up of the FEL radiation along the undulator length, computed with the code "GIN- 

GER"ll . The power saturates, and reaches its maximum output value, at about 80 m along the 

undulator. A set of simulations takes into account the effect of magnetic imperfections.12 This is 
shown in Figs. 4, where the length of undulator needed to reach saturation is plotted against the rms 

value of the dipole field errors in the magnetic poles of the undulator. 

The simulation includes the correction of the electron beam trajectory with the correction system 

described in Section 7 . The data points refer to rms errors in the det>ection electronics for the absolute 

position of the electron beam. This study indicates that the trajectory must not deviate from a straight 

line by more than 5-10 pm (i.e. a fraction of the 30 pm electron rms beam size) or else an appreciable 

reduction of FEL power ensues, due to imperfect overlap of the electrons with the radiation beam. 

Reduction in FEL power also occurs if the sequence of undulator poles is interrupted by a drift space. 

This phenomenon has been explained theoretically13 , and it is mostly clue to phase errors caused by the 

divergence of the beam as it drifts in free space. The impact of these considerations on the undulator 
design are discussed in Section 7 . 

5 The rf photocathode gun 

The design goal of radic-frequency photocathode guns currently under development at various 

laboratories is an emittance of 1 x mm-mracl (rms of the amplitude distrribution) in an electron beam 

of 1 nC charge and there does not seem to be a fundamental limit t,o achieving 0.5 x mm-mra~l '~ . The 

LCLS design assumes a beam of rms emittance 1 71 mm-nirad containing 1 nC of charge and 3 ps long 
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Figure 4: Undulator length needed to reach saturation as  a function of the rms value of the dipole field 

errors in the undulator poles for various beam position monitor errors (3, 5, 10 and 15 microns) 

(rms value). 

In a radio-frequency photocathode gun, electrons are eiiiittecl by a laser beam striking the surface 

of a cathode3 . The extracted electrons are accelerated rapidly (to 7 MeV) by the field of a radio- 

frequency cavity. The rapid acceleration reduces the increase in beam emittance that would be caused 

by the space charge field. The variation of phase space distribution along the bunch, caused by the 

varying transverse space charge field along the bunch, is compensated with an appropriate solenoidal 

focusing field15 . 

The laser will have a Nd:YLF- or YAG-pumped Tixapphire amplifier operating a t  750 nm that will 

be frequency tripled (3rd harmonic). Very restrictive conditions are required for the reproducibility, 

from pulse-tepulse, of the laser energy and timing. Stable FEL operation requires a pulse-to-pulse 
energy jitter of better than 1% and a pulse-to-pulse phase stability of better than 0.5 ps (rms). These 

tight stabilities are needed to ensure optimum compression conditions. 

6 Compression and acceleration 

The layouts of the wcelerator and compression system are shown in Fig. 5.  



E= 7 MeV E= 135 MeV E= 285 MeV E= 6.5 GeV E= 1 5 G e V  

ol= 1 .O mm u,= 1 .0 mm ul= 0.42 m m  Q,= 0.03 mm u,= 0.03mm 

up= 2.0% “ p a  1 %  

L U - 3  J 
520 m 

L h - 2  

420 m 

Existing l inac DL1 BC1 
1 2 m  3 m  

Bc2 
35 m 

D L2 
70 m 

Figure 5: Layout of the acceleration and magnetic compression system. 

The electron gun is displaced with respect to the Linac asis to allow a straight through beam from 

the first 2/3 of the linac to be accelerated to 50 GeV for other, noli FEL related, applications. The 

purpose of the compressors is to reduce the bunch length and increase the peak current to the 3,400 A 
required to start the SASE process. Compression is achieved by creating an energy-phase correlation 

by accelerating the beam off crest in Linac-1, after which the chicanes shorten the bunch by appropriate 

energy-path length dependence. It is preferable to utilize two, rather than one, chicane. This reduces 
the sensitivity of the final bunch length to the phase jitter in the photocathode laser tirninglG . The 

rms length of the bunch emitted from the cathode is 1 mm (3 psec) . After compression, the bunch 

shortens to 0.03 mm. 

The choice of energies of the various compression sta.ges is the result of a.n optimizakion tha.t ta.kes 

into account beam dynamics effects, the most relevant ones being the spa.ce charge forces in the early 

acceleration stage, the wakefields induced by the electromagnetic intera,ction of the bea.m with the 1ina.c 

structure17 a.nd the coherent synchrotron ra.dia,tion emitted by a. short, bunch” . The lower limit on 

the choice of the energy of Bunch Compressor 1 (BC1) is set by spa.ce cha.rge forces where the bunch 

is shortest. The upper limit is set by the desire t,o initially compress the bunch ea.rly in the 1ina.c to 

ease transverse wa.kefields. The energy of BC2 is set! by the requirement to produce a. sma.11 energy 

sprea.d at  15 GeV. This requires a ba.la.nce between longitudinal wakefields in Linac-3 and the energy- 

phase correlation just after BC2. The wa.kefields in Linac-3 scde with linac length and simulations 

with BC2 at 6.5 GeV (described below) have produced the required beam conditions at 15 GeV. The 

second compressor (BC2) is asymmetric with the last two dipole lmving a weaker field to a.void the 

emittance blow up induced by the coherent synchrotron rac1ia.tion emitted i n  the bends where the bunch 

is shortest. With all dynamic effects included, the sim~lations’~ indica.te tha.t the emittance blow up a.t 

the entrance of the undulator should be less tha.n 50%, most of which is due to the transverse wakefields 

in Linac-2. 

A full simulation of the longitudinal beam dynamics from rf gun to end of Linac-3 has been com- 

puted20 , including non-linearities, longitudinal wakefields and sinusoidal rf curvature. The input beam 

was of Gaussian distribution cut a t  f 2 a  in energy and bunch length with a 1 mm rms length and 0.2% 

rms energy spread (after cuts) a t  7 MeV and a bunch population of 6.3.1O9 electrons. Fig.6 shows the 

longitudinal phase space at the entrance and esits of the 1st and 2nd compressor. 
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Figure 6:  Longitudinal phase space distribution before and after compression. 

The fwhm (full width half maximum) bunch length at. 6.5 GeV is 44 pm with about 5kA of peak 
beam current. There are long tails on the energy clist,ribution with a fwhm energy spread of 0.03 % 
where 75% of the particles are contained within a f0.15%1 window. 

From the Linac exit a. transport system carries the beam to the entrance of the undulator. 

7 The undulator 

Several candidate undulator types were evaluated, including pure permanent magnet helical devices, 

superconducting bifilar solenoids and hybrid planar devices. Superconducting devices require more 

investment and resources than were available for this study, though they may offer a good solution. 

Permanent magnet helical devices offer a short gain length to reach saturation, but are built all around 

the beampipe, making beam position monitors and vacuum design difficult. A planar undulator is more 
desirable, since it allows accessibility to the chamber and the magnetic measurement system is simpler 

than in a helical device, particularly in a small gap. Chamber accessibility is particularly important in 

this design, since, as mentioned earlier, theory13 and simulations indicate that, a significant deterioration 

of performance occurs if the electron beam drifts in a free space for more than a few centimeters. This 

I factor limits the interruption of the magnetic structure to insert quadrupoles, orbit correctors and 

beam position monitors. A planar pure permanent magnet unclulator would allow the use of external 

magnets, but it would be considerably longer because of its lower field. A planar hybrid undulator 

(made of permanent magnets with iron poles) is preferable and was chosen on the ground of its shorter 
length, superior control of magnetic errors, and of the fact that the simulations have shown that the 

tunability that would be provided by external quadrupoles is not needed. 

The electron bea.m is focussed by quadrupole fields obtained by shaping the ferromagnetic material 
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(vanadium-permendur) to provide a quadrupole field of 20 T / M  in additio- ’ 3 the bending field of 1.32 

T. The focusing structure is of the strong focusing F-D type, where F or D units are each 50 cm long. 

The matched &function is 18 m. The focussing strength and period were chosen to minimize the loss 
of FEL power that occurs when the ,8 -function difference between the F and D quadrupoles is too 

large. In our design the /%function beats by only a few percents. 

The electron beam trajectory in the undulator requires periodic corrections to maintain overlap with 

the radiation field. Basically, the electron trajectory should be as close as possible to a straight line 

even in the presence of magnetic imperfections and misalignments. Since external correction is difficult 

in a hybrid design, the proposed correction method is to transversely move the focusing or defocusing 

blocks of the undulator poles to generate dipole steering fields. F and D units can be displaced by a 
maximum of 500 pm to deflect the beam by 100 prad. These displacements will be cam-actuated. The 

layout of the focussing and correction system is shown in Fig. 7. 

moveable quadrupoles 

ste t  i ona ry g i rder  

Figure 7: Diagram of the undulator focusing and trajectory correction system. 

The simulations indicate that, with a pole-tc-pole field reproducibility tolerance of 0.1%, if correction 

fields are spaced every 4.5 meters, the deviation of the electron beam trajectory can be held to less 

than 10 /I m. Fig. 8 shows the effectiveness of the proposed scheme to correct, the orbit. 

I O 0  

* 
60 - -4 - ai E u E ” -20-  20 Li$’-:\zxz: 
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-100 - 
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Dtstance along undulator (mf 

Figure 8: Electron trajectory in presence of undulator errors (large excursions) and after correction. 
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The ”detected trajectory” is the uncorrected one as measured by a syste-_. Jf bea.m position monitors 

with their own detection errors (2 pm, rms, in measurement reproducibility ); the ”residual trajectory” 

is the one after correction, with a maximum deviation of the order of 10 pm. The beampipe is 

constrained to  have a very small vertical height, 6 mm, but its width can be large, 15 mm ID and 

30 mm OD. The effect of the electron bunch striking the chamber has been calculated. If the grazing 

incidence strike angle is limited to no more than 150 p a d  by a set of collimators upstream of the 

undulator, there is no serious puncture problem for aluminum or stainless steel beampipes for a single 

beam strike, though aluminum may suffer if the beam is parked on it for more than a few seconds. The 

present working assumption is of a stainless steel pipe with a 0.5 mm wall. Ion pumping will be used. 

The undulator will be supported on piers spaced every 4.5 m, as shown in Fig. 8 

Figure 9: Unduhtor support system 

Each support pier will be made of Anocast material which has a good long term stability and 

excellent damping ability. On top of each pier will sit adjustments to align each end of an undulator 

section and, in addition, to actively align the steering section. It is anticipated that the support sections 

and the undulator will be in a temperature stabilized enclosure independent of the shielding tunnel. 

This arrangement will prevent large temperature gradients across the supports and will maintain a 

constant temperature within fl degree K. 

A study of the radiation deposited in the undulator from beam-gas interaction revealed that the 

design is safe from long term damage to the magnetic material of the undulator. Collimators will be 
used to remove the beam halo. 

8 Undulator alignment and beam monitoring 

Fig. 4 indicates that the undulator length exceeds 100 m, a limit we have set, if the beam position 

monitors used to correct the orbit have detection errors greater than 5-10 pin with the expected rms 

pole-to-pole dipole field errors of 0.1%. The alignment and beam monitoring system is required to 

establish a straight trajectory to a tolerance of 5-10 pm over a length of approximately 10 m (one 
gain length) and to keep the trajectory from changing once it is established. Magnetic poles and beam 

position monitors have to be aligned to absolute and relative tolerances. 

The tightest absolute tolerances are those of the individual F and D units (5 pm rms). The 
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positioning tolerance of a F-D cell, and of a sequence of cells, is much more relaxed, 50 pm rms, 

because the kick of the F and D gradients nearly cancel each other. Conventional electromagnetic 

pick-ups normally do not guarantee an absolute deterinination of the position to better than 50 pm. 

On the other hand, these devices are excellent for measuring relative positions. Insertable carbon 

wires21 spaced at 4 5  m intervals will be used for absolute measurements of the beam position and for 

calibration of the adjacent stripline beam position monitors. Since these devices ultimately determine 

the limit to which the orbit can be corrected, they also have to be aligned to within the maximum 

allowed absolute orbit deviation (5-10 pm). 

Achieving an absolute positioning tolerance of 5-10 jLm is one of the challenges facing the LCLS 

where R&D effort will be required. Interferometric t e c h n i q ~ e s ~ ~ * ~ ~  seem to offer the best approach to 

this problem. 

For relative positioning, a suspended wire system will be used. In this approach, a long wire is 

suspended in a pipe. Wire Position Monitors (WPM) measure the position of a wire excited with an 

AC signalz4 , The WPMs are rigidly attached to the undulator magnets; if those magnets move with 

respect to the wire, the motion is detect,ed by the WPM, fed back to the mover system, and corrected. 

The WPM has a readout resolution of 0.1 pm while the mover syst,em, cam-based, is capable of a 

resolution of 0.5 pm. The mover system acts on the F sild D elements depicted in Fig. 7 and labeled 

as "moveable quadrupoles". 

9 The x-ray optics and experimental areas 

After leaving the undulator, the electron beam, carrying a power of 1.8 ItW, will be dumped into 
a shielding block by a sequence of downward-deflecting permanent magnets, while the FEL radiation 

will be transported downstream to the experimental areas. The design envisages the construction of 3 

experimental hutches approximately 35 meters from the undulator exit, and one long beam line. To 
cover the full spectral range of the LCLS, both specular (1 hutch, for wavelengths longer than 4.5 A) and 

crystal (2 hutches, for wavelengths shorter than 4.5 A) optics will be employed. The peak power and 

power density of the radiation will be 6 orders of magnitude higher than anything currently handled by 

existing techniques, representing both an experimental challenge and a research opportunity. In initial 

operation it is expected that the high peak power and power density will inhibit the utilization of the 

full FEL flux with conventional focusing and transport optics. On the other hand, there will be a unique 

opportunity to study the effect of high peak power density on materials and optical elements, thereby 

opening the path to the full exploitation of the radiation in the LCLS and in future FEL facilities. We 

are consequently designing a system that will allow the intensity of the radiation to be varied from the 

level of current 3rd generation facilities up to the maximum LCLS intensity. This will be achieved by 

introducing a gas attenuation cell into the path of the FEL radiation. Such attenuation will, of course, 
reduce the LCLS brightness. For those experiments where the dilution in brightness is undesirable, 

the design incorporates a long (up to 700 m) beam line where the photon beam will be allowed to 

spread, reducing the power density on samples by up to a factor of lo4. Further reduction factors of 

lo2 or more can be obtained on the beam line optics and instrumentation by operating their crystal or 

specular optical elements at very low grazing-incidence angles. Ultimately, by employing high-quality 

focusing optics at the exit of the long beam line, power densities many orders of magnitude higher than 

in the unfocused LCLS beam could also be attained, making the long beam line capable of providing 

a variation of 10 or more orders of magnitude in this parameter for a broad range of experimental 
applications. 



10 Summary 

We have described a layout of a proposed x-ray Free Electron Laser operating on the single pass 

SASE principle. The FEL uses the unique capability of the SLAC linear accelerator to create an intense 

electron beam of low emittance and a long undulator to produce high brightness coherent radiation 

down to about 1.5 8. Theory and computations indicate that the peak brightness from such a device 

would be about. 8 orders of magnitude greater than currently achieved in 3rd generation synchrotron 

radiation sources. Such performance, coupled with the very short bunch length (100 fsec rms) and 

full transverse coherence, would allow the exploration of new horizons in material science, structural 

biology and other disciplines. 
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